
 

 

The Photo-Electric Effect, Wave-Particle Duality: 

 Emission of electrons from metals by means of electromagnetic radiation 

Experiment 1: 

 Apparatus: electroscope (two gold leaves attached to metal disc), ebomite/plastic rod, wool 

cloth, white light bulb, UV lamp 

 Negatively charge electroscope – gold leaves diverge 

 White light has no effect on leaves 

 UV light causes leaves to converge (collapse again) 

 Conclusion: Higher frequencies can emit electrons, but lower frequencies do not. 

Experiment 2: 

 Apparatus: Photoelectric cell (small glass tube evacuated of gas with photo-sensitive plate 

[caesium or selenium] – cathode - and a wire pin – anode), cell, milliammeter 

 Connect photo-sensitive plate to  negative side of cell 

 White light shone on cathode emits electrons into space between electrodes in PEC. 

Electrons attracted to positive anode, creating small current 

 Note: electrons can reach the anode even without external potential difference (the cell – it 

does help to disperse the electron cloud that forms between electrodes) 

 Note: In complete darkness and without external PD, no current flows. Light is needed. 

Experiment 3: 

 To determine the effect of light intensity (brightness) on the photoelectric effect 

 Current is 6 times bigger with 60W lamp than with a 10W lamp 

 Conclusion: 

 Current strength is directly proportional to light intensity 

 Number of electrons is directly proportional to number of photons 

Experiment 4: 

 To find the effect of light sources of different frequencies on photoelectric emission 

 Shine radiation of low frequency (eg IR) onto PEC and take reading off ammeter. Repeat with 

various colours up to UV 

 Results: 

Radiation IR R O Y G B I V UV 

Current no no no no no yes yes yes yes 

 

 Conclusion: photoelectrons are emitted only above a certain threshold frequency 

 The brightest light below threshold frequency will NOT release electrons but the dimmest 

above threshold frequency will 

 This confused Einstein: 



 

 

o Imagine a rock on a beach. Big waves of any frequency should dislodge the rock. But 

he found that big waves of low frequency will not dislodge the rock, but smaller 

waves of high frequency will. 

o Therefore, something other than wave action must be dislodging the rock  

This unexpected phenomenon needed explanation. It was the first sign that light had particle 

properties. Einstein knew of research done by Planck, which had led Planck to the idea that radiation 

energy is not given off continuously, but in bursts, or packets, called quanta. Each quantum of 

energy is related to the frequency of the radiation: 

E = hf 

Where E is the energy of one quantum, f its frequency and h is Planck’s Constant: 6.6x10-34J.s 

Einstein argued that light is also radiated in quanta. He called one quantum a photon. Applying E=hf 

to light, red light (with a low frequency) has lower energy than violet light (with a high frequency). 

This means that lower frequencies do not have enough energy to eject an electron from a metal. 

This is consistent with the observations in the previous experiments. 

He suggested that each photon collided with one electron, on a one-to-one basis. This explained the 

fact that if more photons collide with and emit more electrons, the current increased. Therefore, 

current strength is related to the number of electrons escaping. 

 

These arguments explained the observations made on the photoelectric effect and meant that we 

needed to adjust our view of light as a wave – it does in fact act as a particle which possesses wave 

properties. It is a wave-particle duality. 

Definitions, equations and formulae: 

 WORK FUNCTION: amount of energy required to release an electron of zero kinetic energy 

 ELECTRON-VOLT: amount of kinetic energy gained when an electron is accelerated by a PD 

of 1 volt 

 EINCIDENT = work function + Ek 

 Hf = w + 0.5*m*v2 

 c = fλ 


